


A game based around describing and identifying primitive shapes.

The magkins’ ship is in a dire state, full of holes and sure to sink, 
leaving Darpan, Nihal and Onkar stranded on a sandy island. The 
holes are different shapes. Help the magkins find objects on the 
sandy shore that resemble each shape to mend the ship and set 
sail for an epic voyage.



The game starts with the ship crash landing on a seashore. 
Panicked, the three magkins jump out of the ship, landing on a 
sandy island. 

Onkar exclaims “Oh no! There’s holes in our ship!” and they all look 
at you with sad kitty eyes and ask “Can you help us fix our ship?” 

How can you say no to those adorable magkins? 
So, you say “Sure”.

Nihal then notices “That’s interesting, each hole is a different 
shape!” The other magkins examine the holes and agree.

One of the holes on the ship is highlighted, and Darpan asks you 
“What shape is this hole?”. You’re presented with 3 options. If you 
say the wrong one, Darpan asks “Are you sure?”, and you are shown 
the options again.

What shape is this hole?

Square
Star

Circle



Once you get the shape of the hole right, Darpan asks “Can you 
spot something that looks like a [enter shape here]?” and the 
magkins wait for you to say an object.

The correct object occasionally shakes after a while, nudging you 
say it. You can tap on various objects to see and hear its 
pronunciation…

Once you’ve said an object, Darpan picks up the object and throws it 
at the hole. If it’s the correct shape, it fits. The magkins jump of 
joy and another hole gets highlighted and that loop restarts.

 If it’s not the right shape, the object bounces off the ship and back 
to its original location. The magkins are disappointed and Darpan 
asks you “Can you spot something that looks like a [enter shape 
here]? And that loop restarts.

Can you spot something 
that looks like a square?



Once you’ve filled all the holes, the ship is mended and sparkles are 
seen around the ship. 

The magkins jump of joy. Onkar says “To new voyages”, the others 
say “Aargh!” and they all jump in the ship.

The ship is seen pulling away from the sandy shores as the screen 
fades.

To new voyages!Aaargh!
Aaargh!



● Describing shapes
● Identifying shapes in objects



Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

1 SHAPE SQUARE CLOUD HEXAGON TORUS OCTAGON

OBJECT CORAL BUG HONEYCOMB PORTHOLE BARNACLE

2 SHAPE STAR RECTANGLE SEMI CIRCLE ARROW PARALLELOGRAM

OBJECT STARFISH WOOD PLANK JELLYFISH arrow wood plank

3 SHAPE CIRCLE DIAMOND PENTAGON CROSS TRAPEZIUM

OBJECT COCONUT/COIN STINGRAY FLOWER CROSSBONES BUCKET

4 SHAPE TRIANGLE oval PIE CRESCENT hexagon

OBJECT SEASHELL pineapple OYSTER/LEAF SHRIMP honeycomb

5 SHAPE HEART square diamond rectangle crescent

OBJECT CRAB coral stingray wood plank shrimp

6 SHAPE OVAL triangle star circle pentagon

OBJECT PINEAPPLE seashell starfish coconut/coin flower

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-6OKWU99Co


As the levels progress, the difficulty can be scaled using any of the 
following ways:

● Partially hiding objects behind see-through environment 
props. Eg. using seaweed to partially hide an object

● More complex objects (see word list slide)
● Removing gentle shake movement on the correct object, 

so the player is not given a hint and has to find out by trial 
and error



Character 
Outfits

Particle effects & 
UI

SFX Animations Environment Vehicle Objects

Pirate 3x Pirate 
Costumes

Hint bubble UI 
(from Hide and 
Speak) (to be 
used when the 
player taps an 
object)

Dialogue UI 
(from Chit Chat)

Options UI

Speaking normally

Asking a question 
openly (few variants)

Panicked

Idle

Disappointed

Walking

Sandy Seashore 
(Land Ho)
Island
(Land Ho)

Starfish (MC)
octagon barnacle (MC)
semi circle jellyfish (MC)
oval pineapple (MC)
rectangle wood plank (counter from MC)
crescent shrimp (MC)

Total: 6

Space

Safari



Character 
Outfits

Particle effects & 
UI

SFX Animations Environment Vehicle Objects

Pirate Sparkle particle 
effects (when 
ship is fully 
repaired)

Optional: Sea 
(gentle waves 
seen on shore)

Speaking 
happily

Prompts 
audio

Dialogues 
audio

Victory (you 
won)

Light shaking 
of object, 
until tapped 
(anim or 
possibly 
code?)

Sad kitty 
eyes

Interested

Celebrating

5x Pirate ship with different 
shaped holes (see word list slide)

Square coral
circle coconut (new)/ circle gold coin (existing)
triangle seashell (reshaped shell from MC)
heart bodied crab
Cloud-shaped bug
diamond stingray (reshaped lobster tail end MC)
hexagon honeycomb
pentagon flower
pie water lily leaf/ open oyster (reshaped from MC)
torus porthole (remove broken glass from MC)
wooden arrow (native american style arrow)
Cross shaped Crossbones (tied together with rope?)
parallelogram wood plank (reshaped counter MC)
trapezium bucket

Total new: 14 (-1 if using existing coin asset)
Of which reshaped/modified:  5

Space 3x Space Suits On the moon
Starry night

5x Spaceship with different shaped 
holes (see word list slide)

Safari 3x any safari 
themed 
costume

Savannah
Muddy Ditch

5x Safari van with different shaped 
holes (see word list slide)


